“Woopen Sakoowin in the Educational Setting,”
developed by Tamiera L. Miyasato, 2014 (TIE Learning Specialist Rev. 2017)
Based on Seven Laws and Traditions presented by Bigfoot Kills Straight and Steven Newcomb,
“Toward an Oglala Constitution,” June, 2004
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Wowaunsila

Pity and Compassion
Wowahwala
To be humble, to seek humility

“Woopa Sakowin in the Educational Setting”
developed by Tamera L. Miyasato, 2015 (TIE Learning Specialist Rev. 2017)
Based on Seven Laws and Translations presented by Bigg Kills Straight and Steven Newcomb,
“Toward an Oglala Constitution,” June, 2004
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Wowauonihan

To respect, to honor
Wacante Oganka

To help, to share, to be generous

Woohitike

To be guided by principles, disciplined, bravery and courage

"Woope Sakowin in the Educational Setting."
developed by Tamera L. Miyasato, 2015 (TIE Learning Specialist Rev. 2017)
based on Seven Laws and Translations presented by Bigi Kills Straight and Steven Newcomb.
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“Woope Sakowin in the Educational Setting,”
developed by Tamera L. Miyasato, 2015 (TIE Learning Specialist Rev. 2017)
based on Seven Laws and Translations presented by Bingo Kids’ Speech and Steven Newcomb,

Wowacintanka
Patience and Tolerance

“Woope Sakowin in the Educational Setting,”
developed by Tamera L. Miyasato, 2015 (TIE Learning Specialist Rev. 2017)
based on Seven Laws and Translations presented by Bingo Kids’ Speech and Steven Newcomb,
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